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Yokogawa’s DX activities started in April 2018 under TF2020, the previous mid-term busi-
ness plan, and we have since promoted internal DX activities to improve employee produc-
tivity and external DX activities to expand the provision of digital services that add 
customer value. During those first three years, we strived to globalize and optimize our IT 
infrastructure, security measures, applications, and data (DX1.0). Under AG2023, the new 
mid-term business plan, we are implementing DX to improve customer, partner, and em-
ployee experience (DX2.0). For external DX, we have been actively developing cloud appli-
cations based on our operational technology (OT) that enable us to shift to a recurring 
business model. In addition to moving conventional applications to the cloud and shifting 
to the recurring model, we have also released new IIoT, AI/ML, and OT security services to 
Yokogawa Cloud, our application platform. As a result of these DX activities, in April 2021 
Yokogawa was designated a Digital Transformation Certified Company by the Ministry of 
Economy, Trade and Industry (METI), and in June 2022 we were listed as a DX Featured 
Company in the DX Survey 2022 organized by METI and the Tokyo Stock Exchange Inc. 
(TSE). We will continue to accelerate our efforts to implement DX in the Yokogawa Group 
and become a use-case for manufacturing DX.

Message from the Head of the Digital Strategy Headquarters

Yukihiro Funyu
Head of Digital Strategy 
Headquarters
Head of DX-Platform Center,  
Digital Solutions Headquarters

To realize Yokogawa’s Purpose, we are promoting DX activities in two areas: Internal DX, which focuses on improving em-
ployee productivity, and External DX, which supports customers’ transition to a digital enterprise and System of Systems.

For Internal DX, we are implementing DX to improve the experience from the three perspectives of customers, partners, and 
employees based on the global IT infrastructure developed in the DX1.0 implementation phase. Meanwhile, for External DX, 
our goal is to connect digitally with customers by leveraging our large installed base and providing attractive cloud applica-
tions on the Yokogawa Cloud, our application platform.

DX Strategy (FY2021 to FY2023)

Goals and Results

AG2023, our new mid-term business plan is committed to promoting OT/IT convergence. Toward OT/IT convergence, we col-
laborate with DX/IT partners to enhance our IT capabilities while leveraging our OT capabilities, which is one of our 
strengths. In October 2021, we announced a business partnership with NTT Communications Corporation for the joint de-
velopment and provision of shared-use OT cloud services. In the same month, we announced an investment in Web Syner-
gies, an IT/OT solutions provider. In June 2022, we announced an investment in Waylay, a leading enterprise software 
company in Belgium. We will continue to collaborate actively with DX/IT companies toward OT/IT convergence.

Progress in Strategic Alliances with DX/IT Companies

“Digital Transformation Certified Companies” are selected by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) and the 
Tokyo Stock Exchange Inc. (TSE) as part of the “DX stocks” selection process. “DX stocks” are selected from among TSE-list-
ed companies as those that improve corporate value by taking advantage of digital technologies. In addition, companies 
with outstanding initiatives are selected as “Digital Transformation Certified Companies.” In 2022, fifteen companies were 
selected, including Yokogawa.

First Selected by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry and Tokyo Stock Exchange as one of 
the “DX Featured Companies 2022”

Fiscal year 2021 was the first year of our new mid-term business plan, AG2023, and the newly established DX strategy. The 
DX-related order ratio, an essential indicator of External DX, improved significantly. The IT infrastructure environmental im-
pact reduction ratio and the agile project ratio made significant progress thanks to the penetration of the cloud and agile 
culture. On the other hand, the digital process ratio, the cloud ratio, and the DX human resources ratio made less progress 
than we expected. To improve the three items where progress has been slow, we are taking the following measures: For the 
digital process ratio, we are introducing several global platforms in fiscal year 2022. For the cloud ratio, we have already 
made considerable progress with DX1.0 and as a result of the steady progress in the introduction of the cloud environment, 
we are just one step away from achieving our goal. For the DX human resources ratio, we expected significant improvement 
in fiscal year 2022 through the DX talent training programs we started in Fiscal Year 2021.

Progress of DX-Related KPIs in Fiscal Year 2021

*DX-related order ratio: Ratio of DX-related project orders to total orders
*Digital process ratio: Ratio of the number of processes utilizing global digitized platforms to the number of all processes defined for each business process
*IT Infra environmental impact reduction ratio: Ratio of power consumption reduced by the shift to cloud computing, based on FY2018
*Cloud ratio: Ratio of the number of cloud servers to the total number of servers
*Agile project ratio: Ratio of IT projects utilizing an agile approach to the total number of IT projects
*DX Human Resources Ratio: Ratio of the number of talent with digital skills to the number of All talent
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In June 2022, we launched OpreX Asset Health Insights, a cloud-based asset 
management and monitoring service that collects, refines, and aggregates op-
erational data from distributed assets using IoT sensors. Asset Health Insights 
works on Yokogawa Cloud and features artificial intelligence (AI) and machine 
learning (ML) analytics.

In March 2022, Yokogawa and ENEOS Material Corporation (formerly JSR Cor-
poration elastomer business unit) achieved autonomous control of a chemical 
plant by AI for 35 days, a world first. Moreover, in May 2022, Yokogawa and NTT 
DOCOMO, Inc. successfully conducted a proof-of-concept test (PoC) of re-
mote-control technology for industrial processing. The PoC test uses an auton-
omous control AI in a cloud environment, the Factorial Kernel Dynamic Policy 
Programming (FKDPP) algorithm developed by Yokogawa and the Nara Insti-
tute of Science and Technology, via the fifth generation(5G) mobile communi-
cations network provided by NTT DOCOMO Inc. 

These have enabled us to make tangible progress toward IA2IA/Smart Manu-
facturing.

Introduction of New DX Services

Employee Productivity Improvement
Mitigate Environmental Impacts

Seamless integration b/w ECM and SCM

Internal DX:
Business Model Transformation
Mitigate Environmental Impacts

・Expansion of values provided to customers
・Digitalization of existing business, creation of new DX businesses
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Yokogawa’s Purpose： Utilizing our ability to measure and connect,
we fulfill our responsibility for the future of our planet.

In a virtual space, support our customer’s transformation into Digital Enterprise (DE) and
realize the transformation of company wide transaction to form a system of systems (SOS)

Accumulation of DX use case with our transformation into a DE,
and improvement of employee productivity

DX Policy

External DX：

Internal DX：

Supply Chain/Quality Chain/
Energy Chain/Carbon Chain

Virtual Space:
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See page 42 for autonomous control by AI, a world first, and Yokogawa Digital Corp., which supports DX in manufacturing. 
PX: Partner Experience, EX:Employee Experience, CX: Customer Experience, ECM: Engineering Chain Management,  
SCM: Supply Chain Management

DX Policy
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